WAVE GANGSTERS
windansea's violent legacy fades away

Even if you live and surf in La Jolla doesn't mean you're welcome at Windansea. "This is one of the last places in San Diego with a visible and well-known reputation for localism," says 17-year-old native surfer Lee Gage. "But they say it's not what it used to be." (continued on page 7)
Debtor's club

Downtown Bank of Polish is using the American Tire Company for its advertising. At $150,000 a year, the public relations firm is the price. The bank has just changed its name to Commercial Bank of America.

From the New York Times

Off-color humor in black and white

The cars themselves are not historic to San Diego; they never operated here. Maybe we could trade them for antique cars that did.

Handicapped Fingers in Trolley Sabotage Attempt

By Thomas K. Arnold

I was certain that someone in the Wells vehicle would make a move. I had been told that the Wells vehicle was the only one that had been tampered with.

Off-color humor in black and white

CITY LIGHTS
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“Already acting like an actor,” one producer clucks to another, within my earshot.

The Making of a Talking Head

By Gene Cubbinson

But back a bit...

"The great tens of thousands got a two-year-"..."They can't cost much more than that..."...

The story of "Dad, don't you mean talking head?"

"Dad, don't you mean talking head?"

Handicapped Fingers in Trolley Sabotage Attempt

By Thomas K. Arnold

I was certain that someone within the Wells vehicle had been tampered with. I had been told that the Wells vehicle was the only one that had been tampered with.

The last time I checked, the Wells vehicle was on the move. I was certain that someone in the Wells vehicle would make a move. I had been told that the Wells vehicle was the only one that had been tampered with.
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ANNIVERSARY SALE!

OUR SALE PRICES ARE AT THEIR LOWEST EVER! MobilWorks has marked all sale prices lower than they have ever been. And to celebrate our anniversary, we've cut $25 off on CAR AUDIO components, speakers systems and amplifiers. And we've got special deals on CAR ALARMS - as highly rated by our award winning M.E.C.A. certified installation professionals! And MobilWorks offers Same Day Installation and a Lifetime Warranty. Why settle for less when you can have the works? MobilWorks!

SAME DAY INSTALLATION OR IT'S FREE

- Pioneer Full Range Speakers
  - $28 Pair
- 6.5" Audio Subwoofers
  - $49 Each
- Infinity Component Speaker System
  - $188 Pair
- Polk Speakers
  - $298 Pair

CAR ALARMS

- Nighthawk Power Amplifier
  - $99
- Remote Control Windows
- Flashing Headlights
- Remote Trunk Release
- Radar/Proximity Sensor
- MobilWorks is your ONLY option for:
  - Certified Installers
  - 60 Day Money Back Guarantee
  - Lifetime Warranty on installation
  - 60 Day Price Guarantee
  - Same Day Installation Or It's Free!
  - Expert Sales Consultants

CLIFFORD

- Clifford CHI Alert III
  - $199 Installed
- Clifford Nova III
  - $326 Installed
- Clifford Ace Remote Alarm
  - Special Purchase!
  - $344 Installed

REMOTE CONTROLLED CAR SECURITY SYSTEM

- VSE Stealth
  - $227 Installed
  - Free Extra Remote!
- VSE Stealth Plus
  - $299 Installed
  - Free Extra Remote!
- VSE Derrington
  - $99 Installed

CELLULAR PHONES

- Blaupunkt Mobile Phone
  - $329 Installed
  - Panasonic Transferable Features
  - $299
- Sony Transportable
  - $529
  - 60 Day Low Price Guarantee
  - $499

LOWEST PRICES OF THE YEAR! MobilWorks is celebrating our anniversary by marking our sale prices lower than they've ever been. All cellular phones are at their lowest prices ever! See all the new mini-handheld phones, smaller than ever, along with transportables and car phones. We have them all! And check out MobilWorks' great selection of cellular message centers. Don't forget! At MobilWorks you can sign up with the Clear Advantage of PayTel Cellular in just 30 minutes or less! Why settle for less when you can have the works? MobilWorks!
Republican Party Animal Lyn Nofziger Remembers More

By Judith Moore

Nofziger answered the knock on his dark brown office door at a normal meeting, and when the door was opened, a light brown book fell out of his pocket. "I'm sorry, I..."

"Why are you sorry?" Nofziger demanded, his voice loud and clear. "I wasn't expecting anyone." He turned to a group of deputies who had gathered around the door. "What do you want?"

The deputies looked at each other, unsure of what to say. One of them spoke up, "Sir, we just wanted to..."

"Just wanted to what?" Nofziger barked. "Speak up!"

"Sir, we just wanted to..."

Nofziger interrupted, "Oh, forget it. You can all go back to work."

He walked out of his office, leaving the deputies behind. "I'll deal with you later," he muttered, his voice fading as he closed the door. "I'll deal with you later."

As he walked out, he noticed a man standing outside the building. "Mr. Nofziger," the man said, "I just wanted to tell you..."

Nofziger ignored him, continuing on his way. "I don't have time for this."

The man looked hurt, but Nofziger didn't notice. He just kept walking, his footsteps echoing in the quiet street. "I don't have time for this."
"Here, old Van is a friend of mine," I said, "and if you'd like to call me right after he gets back, he's got a friend who's got a house that you might like."

Van, I used to have a dream to build a house, but then I woke up and realized that I didn't have the money."

"Yes, I am very sad to hear that," I replied, "but I think you're right."

"Oh, well, I just wanted to let you know that I'm available to help you in any way I can."
DON'T MISS IT!

HAPPY THURSDAYS

EAT. SHOP & BE MERRY! FROM OPENING TO CLOSING

20% OFF in the RESTAURANTS ON ALL FOOD & BEVERAGES
CASA DE PICO • HAMBURGUESA • LINO'S • CASA DE BANDINI
11:00 AM – 10:00 PM – MEXICAN FOOD & DRINKS

20% OFF in the SHOPS • BAZAAR DEL MUNDO

On selected selections, use our coupon to get the 20% discount. Limit one per customer. Cannot be combined with any other offers.

DIAMONDS & GOLD AT WHOLESALE PRICES

FIND OUT WHY JEWELRY SHOPPERS ARE ABANDONING THE OVERPRICED MALL JEWELRY STORES. SAN DIEGO'S OWN "JEWELRY MART"

DIAMONDS: PEARLS, EMERALDS, DIAMONDS | BRACELETS | EARRINGS | RINGS | NECKLACES | LOCKETS | BRACELETS | NECKLACE ONE-OF-A-KIND JEWELRY | JEWELRY AT WHOLESALE PRICES

Need Cash Today?

In your time of need, Alpha Plaza Jewelry will pay you $25 to $250 for your gold, silver, diamonds, and jewelry.

DIAMONDS & GOLD AT WHOLESALE PRICES

Always accepting new customers, no appointment needed.

20% OFF in the SHOPS • BAZAAR DEL MUNDO

One person per coupon, per purchase. Cannot be combined with any other offers. Limit one per customer.

BAZAAR DEL MUNDO

INTERNATIONAL SHOP & RESTAURANTS • OPEN DAILY FRI-7PM

COME TO MORENA FURNITURE

Need AFFORDABLE FURNITURE for your home?

TWIN ARCH HEADBOARD $26.00
5 PIECE DINETTE SET $99.95
STUDENT DESKS $69.95
DAYBED W/MATTRESS $98.95
4 DRAWER CHESTS $29.95
BUNK BED $249.95
3 PIECE OAK COFFEE TABLE SET $75.00
8 PIECE BEDROOM SET $279.95

12-YR. WARRANTY MATTRESS SETS

TWIN 2-pc. $85.00
FULL 2-pc. $118.00
QUEEN 2-pc. $149.00
KING 3-pc. $179.00

16-YR. WARRANTY MATTRESS SETS

TWIN 2-pc. $129.00
FULL 2-pc. $159.00
QUEEN 2-pc. $199.00
KING 3-pc. $249.00

MORENA FURNITURE

1015 Morena Blvd., S.D.
296-0812
made their debut in a movie called Beach Party in 1963 and Don and Dee Dee was the first one on the bill, then the Beach Boys. The Beach Boys have also been credited with the first use of the term "surf." This is because they were the first band to perform at the annual surf contest — called the "Surf City U.S.A." — that was held in Huntington Beach.

Except perhaps for Malibu's Misty, who was very popular at the annual surf contest — called the "Surf City U.S.A." — that was held in Huntington Beach in the 1960s and had already been to Malibu's Misty, who was very popular at the annual surf contest — called the "Surf City U.S.A." — that was held in Huntington Beach in the 1960s.

Another popular band in the 1960s was the Beach Boys, who were from the same city as the Surfers. The Surfers' manager, Mike Love, was the lead singer of the Beach Boys. Mike Love was also the lead singer of the Surfers.

The Surfers' manager, Mike Love, was the lead singer of the Beach Boys. Mike Love was also the lead singer of the Surfers.
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Mrs. Van Altena had heard about her husband's trip to the beach, but she was still skeptical about the trip. She knew that he loved to surf, but she was worried about the weather. She called him to check if he was ok.

"Van, I'm worried about the weather," she said.

"Don't worry, mom," he replied.
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CONTACT LENS
1-Hour Service
Most Claims
$79
- complete
Daily wear lenses
- $99
- complete
Extended wear lenses
- $179
- complete
*Includes: CL, exams, case kit, magentic cases, 10-day follow up
Frames as low as $11
Prescription lenses starting at $29
Professional service • Quality eyecare • Reasonable prices
Dr. John McDonald
6005 Clackman Memphis Rd.
9330 Adams Ave. (901 279-5058)
(Adams Ave 8-13) 723-5058
(d) 6:00-9:00, Sat 9:00-5:00
(Office expires November 12, 1992)

BOB
DAVIS
CAMAHE SHOE INC.
Your Quality Photo Labing Center
MINOLTA
FREEDOM
$79 • GREAT VALUE
- Precise autofocus for super-sharp pictures.
- Programmed automatic exposure system.
- Built-in automatic flash with red-eye reduction mode.
- Fully automatic film operation.
- Sleek design and compact design.

Planning a Party?
Refer to the Readers HOLIDAY PARTY PLANNER section located on page 107 for an appealing selection of ideas to make your event extra special.
Reader's 1992 Planner

ECONOMIZE
DAILY WEAR CONTACTS
$69
EXTENDED WEAR CONTACTS
$99
COMPLETE EYE EXAM
$99
EYE GLASS SPECIAL
$39
Dr. NEVILLE COHEN, O.D.
124 Loma Rica Santa Fe Dr. Suite 205A
Santa Maria/Del Mar
793-1550

Salute The
1992 Election
With 1980 Prices!

- Dragon Palm, Ficus Benjamina, Fiddle Leaf Fig, China Doll & more.
- BIG PLANTS
- Fresh Flowers • Combinations

$13.50
$20 for $5.50

- Boston Fern, Dragon Palm, Parlor Palm, Spider Plant, Calatia, Schefflera, Philodendron & more.

- Oval Handle Baskets
- 1 lb. 12" wide
- $1.25 each or 2 for $2.50

E&0. 10% Off with your own credit card.
- $67.92 excludes all sales tax.
- $4 each or 2 for $7
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LOST ROADS OF SAN DIEGO

Text and Photographs
By Margot Sheehan

ALLEN'S DAIRY ROAD
Mission Hills

Mission Hills is a real mixture, accessible from downtown at Mission Valley with its immense tourist and shopping centers, but also home to many old buildings and streets that have been preserved. The area is known for its historical significance and for the many residential neighborhoods that have been developed over the years. One such neighborhood is known as Allen's Dairy Road.

During the 1930s and 1940s, Allen's Dairy Road was the main road through Mission Hills. It was named after a local dairy owner, Allen, who owned a dairy farm in the area. The road was also known for its beautiful landscaping and well-maintained homes.

The road was closed to through traffic in the early 1950s when a new freeway was built nearby. However, the local community fought to keep the road open and eventually won. Today, Allen's Dairy Road is a popular destination for residents and tourists alike.

They left the rusted old body alongside the road down there, and I remember there was an awful stink about it.

HARASTHY STREET
Middletown

Surely you remember Colonel Henry Harasthy, the Spanish-American War hero who was the first to fire the Spanish flag at the start of the War for Independence. His statue is a reminder of his valor and sacrifice.

On one side of Harasthy, the background was black and gray, while on the other side, the sky was blue with a hint of pink. No other cars were on the street. Harasthy lived in the area and was known for his patriotism.

A new street sign has been put up for the old Harasthy Street, and it is a reminder of the history and heritage of the area.

Harasthy Street is named after a local hero who fought in the Spanish-American War. The street sign is a tribute to his bravery and sacrifice.

[Continued on page 4]
AFFORDABLE

HEALTH INSURANCE

MONTHLY COST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-1</td>
<td>$75</td>
<td>$80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-5</td>
<td>$85</td>
<td>$90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-12</td>
<td>$95</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13-14</td>
<td>$115</td>
<td>$120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15-19</td>
<td>$135</td>
<td>$140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-24</td>
<td>$155</td>
<td>$160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-29</td>
<td>$175</td>
<td>$180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-34</td>
<td>$195</td>
<td>$200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-39</td>
<td>$215</td>
<td>$220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-44</td>
<td>$235</td>
<td>$240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45-49</td>
<td>$255</td>
<td>$260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-54</td>
<td>$275</td>
<td>$280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55-59</td>
<td>$295</td>
<td>$300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-64</td>
<td>$315</td>
<td>$320</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OVER 240 PLANS AVAILABLE

*This price is for a single policy for one person.

HEALTH QUOTE BROKERS

452-1900

Individual/Group Medical • Dental • Vision • Life • COPRA Alternative Plan

John Lehmam - Health Quote Brokers

2011 North Coast Dr. in La Jolla, San Diego, 92037

We Have Plans for Individuals and Families in San Diego County

We have a free quote for you, and you can choose the plan that's best for you. Call us today at 452-1900.

BERKELEY WAYFARING FOR WAY LESS!

"Puts the funk back in travel!" -TIME

The new travel guide that tells you everything you need to know about traveling when you're strapped for cash but still want adventure—from cheap eats and sleeps to off-beat things to do on the cheap or for free. Packed full of in-depth insights, travel tips, and the most up-to-date map of similar guides.

We now feature

Illuminations

Colored Soft Contact Lenses for Dark Eyes

CHANGE YOUR DARK EYES TO BLUE, AMBER, GREEN OR GRAY!

$159 includes exam, contacts, fitting, cleaning kit & follow-up care.

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES

A healthier, simple & convenient system which promotes better eye health & clearer vision

$195 includes a 6-month supply of lenses, exam & follow-up care. Plus...

Daily Wear Soft Contacts $129 exam included

Single Vision Glasses $69 exam included

Extended Wear $149

All of our packages include exam, fitting, cleaning kit & follow-up care.

Simonds & Giardina, Doctors of Optometry

Mira Mesa EyeCare

University EyeCare

National City EyeCare

Mira Mesa 8201 Alvarado St. 92126

University 1000 Alvarado St. 92108

National City 2100 Alvarado St. 92110

321-1234

321-4567

321-7890

Dr. Marvin Weitzman, O.D., Inc.

Dr. Timothy Giles, O.D.

767-5555

767-6666

767-7777

767-8888

963-3456

963-2134

767-4567

444-1234

444-5678

444-9876
The Vast Reflective Spaces of A Seemingly Empty Green Sea

Death of a Much-Loved Boat
By David Helvarg

The weekend before there's no-towing territory that goes along the coastline, we took a break from our usual routine and decided to take a coastal trip to explore. The plan was to drive down to Los Angeles, CA, where we would spend a few days exploring the area and enjoying the beautiful beaches. The weather was perfect, with clear skies and warm temperatures, making it the ideal time for some fun in the sun.

On the way down, we stopped at a few of our favorite spots, including Malibu and the Santa Monica Pier. We also visited Venice Beach and the famous Venice Boardwalk, where we enjoyed some street performances and some delicious local cuisine.

We arrived in Los Angeles late in the afternoon and checked into our hotel. We spent the evening exploring the city, visiting the Hollywood Walk of Fame and the Griffith Observatory. We also saw a few of the iconic movie sets and studios, including Warner Bros. and Universal Studios. We ended the night with a delicious dinner at a local restaurant.

The next day, we decided to take a day trip to the Santa Monica Mountains National Recreation Area. We hiked through the beautiful trails and enjoyed the stunning views from the top. We also visited the famous Pacific Palisades and the stunning Bel Air area.

On our last day in Los Angeles, we decided to take a leisurely stroll through the iconic Hollywood Boulevard. We saw a few of the famous landmarks and snapped a few pictures with the Hollywood sign.

Overall, the trip was amazing, and we had a great time exploring the beauty of Southern California. We highly recommend visiting the area and experiencing its unique culture and history. The weather was perfect, the food was delicious, and the attractions were plentiful. We can't wait to plan our next trip to Los Angeles! 
Sea

A small group of us were on a fishing trip in the North Sea. The weather was rough, with large waves and strong winds. We were on a small boat, and the conditions made it difficult to navigate. We had to adjust our course frequently to avoid hitting rocks and other obstacles.

Eventually, we arrived at our destination. We were greeted by a large school of fish, which we had been tracking for several days. We cast our lines and started fishing. The fish were biting well, and we caught several big fish. We spent the rest of the day fishing, enjoying the beautiful scenery and each other's company.

In the evening, we gathered around a bonfire on the beach. We roasted marshmallows and told stories. It was a perfect end to a perfect day.
On the third hooking of the gun jammed. The officer fired the second gun three times before it misfired and jammed.

Sale In Progress!
Save $100
Pop-off faceplate, f-pwr CD player
Save $50
Pop-off faceplate, f-pwr AM/FM cassette
Save $30
100 watt, 3-, 4-channel amp.

Radioman
2820 MIDWAY DR. 223-5530

For a limited time only:
FRAMING SPECIAL
$19.99
Some restrictions apply. Contact store for details.

Call 1-900-844-8600
The line costs only 49 cents a minute, and you can call 24 hours a day.

Solution: You gotta call Eleanor Widmer!

With Eleanor Widmer’s Restaurant Line, dingy ideas are as close as your touch-tone phone. Eleanor’s got over 400 restaurant recommendations. She lists them all by type and atmosphere, so you can find what you’re looking for right away!

You want saxofo? A place with a view? Maybe a brand new place your dad’s never heard of?

Turn to page 43 for complete instructions and then call 1-900-844-8600.

Christmas Special "18" by Brian Setzer Orchestra
Order directly from Brian Setzer Orchestra, P.O. Box 16, San Diego, CA 92101.
**LOCAL COLOR**

Cuts and clippings from around the county

On the day of their neighbor's death, the Smiths took a trip to a Sun Dogs model home to see the latest offerings in full-grown housing. For an entire morning, they browsed the display and took notes about the features of the various models. The Smiths were impressed with the range of options available, from standard to luxury features.

As they left the model home, the Smiths discussed the possibilities of upgrading their current home. They were considering adding a sunroom or a backyard deck, but they were also interested in the idea of buying a new home with more space.

---

**LETTERS**

Submitted by: Jane Smith

Dear Editor,

I just bought a new home and I'm in love with it!

The process of finding the perfect home can be overwhelming, but I'm happy I found this one. The location is perfect, with everything I need within walking distance. The neighborhood is quiet and safe, and the neighbors are friendly. I love the layout of the house and the amount of natural light it has. The outdoor space is also amazing, with a beautiful garden and a spacious deck.

Thank you for providing such a great resource for homebuyers. I can't wait to start making this house my own.

Sincerely,

Jane Smith

---

**Personalized Your Gifts or Ours**

Customize your gifts with our unique and personalized designs.

Visit us at [website]

---

**Super Satellite Paging**

Get the latest news in your inbox for just $6.95 per month.

PageMart 610/292-2426

---

**Super Bowl Special**

Fine High-Speed Xerography

1.95¢ per page

Call [number] for details and rates.

---

**RINGS**

10K White Gold Oval Engagement Ring

S storyteller of love and promises, this classic ring features a 1.5ct oval cut diamond. It's the perfect symbol of your love and commitment. 

---

**Antique Pans**

REWARD: Old Pans Wanted

We are offering a reward for any antique pans that you can find. Please contact us at [phone number].

---

**The Classical Eye**

A full-service optical center with expert eye care professionals.

Visit us for your next eye exam or to purchase glasses or contact lenses.

---

**Book Now**

[Website link]

---

**Cay**

[Contact information]

We're excited to welcome you to our family! Please feel free to contact us with any questions or concerns. We look forward to seeing you soon.

---

**Advertisers**

[List of advertisers and their contact information]

---
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New Kid in Town

Review

Reservoir Dogs — exciting stuff — marks the directorial (also auteurial) return of Quentin Tarantino. His instinctive appreciation of his, a rap waste with a flair for the hit-and-run and the underhanded blow, has been fully vindicated. The film is a quick jolt of adrenaline, a murderously effective suspense thriller that rapidly becomes a race against time... and a masterful exercise in pulp fiction... and a testament to the vitality of the human spirit. The story is about a group of hitmen who are hired to carry out a hit on a drug dealer. The job goes awry and the hitmen find themselves in a violent confrontation.

If he is a showoff, at least he has a talent for sharing the spotlight.

Reservoir Dogs

Fest Shorts

FEST SHORTS 1st International Festival of Short Films and Animation

November 19-23

UNIVERSITY OF ARTS

FEST SHORTS is an annual international festival of short films and animation that showcases the innovative work of emerging filmmakers. This year, the festival features a diverse program of short films that explore a wide range of themes and genres, including comedy, drama, animation, and experimental film. The festival provides a platform for filmmakers to share their work with a global audience and to connect with other creators in the industry.

The Empire Strikes Back

The Empire Strikes Back is a science fiction film directed by Richard Marquand and released in 1980. The film is the second installment in the original Star Wars trilogy and is set five years after the events of the first film. The plot follows the adventures of the characters as they encounter new challenges and enemies in their fight against the Empire. The film is known for its memorable characters, including Luke Skywalker, Han Solo, and Princess Leia, and its iconic music score by John Williams.

Iron Does Something Astonishing...

Jeremy Irons

Waterland

The original ending (or the extended) version uses the same dialogue but replaces the voice-over with a musical score composed by John Williams. The extended version also includes additional footage, such as the International Space Station (ISS) and a closer view of the International Space Station (ISS). The extended version is approximately 30 minutes longer than the original version and is considered by many to be a more complete and satisfying conclusion to the story.

Absorbing and Often Moving...

"Can't Hunt, INVENTIVE..."

"Stars Tomorrow"

"Iron Does Something Astonishing..."

Jeremy Irons

Waterland

The movie Waterland is a British film directed by Ken Loach and released in 1983. The film is based on the novel of the same name by Graham Swift and tells the story of a young boy growing up in a small village in England during the 1940s and 1950s. The film follows the boy's experiences of war and post-war life, and explores themes of family, identity, and the impact of war on young people.

Doomsday Bomb..."
Jennifer
IS NEXT

On the trail of a serial killer
Detective John Berlin has no clues, no suspects
And no alibi

ANDY GARCIA UMA THURMAN

RIVER
THRU.

AND COLUMBIA PICTURES
INVITE YOU AND A GUEST TO A SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING OF

DRACULA

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 8:00 PM
MANN CINEMA 21
FREE PASSES
TO THE FIRST 75 PEOPLE WHO BRING THIS AD TO:
FAMILY FITNESS CENTER
5888 RANCHO MISSION ROAD
MISSION VALLEY

PASSES AVAILABLE ON A FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED BASIS, NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. LIMIT ONE PER PERSON.
In Critical Condition
An Anglo Thespians
Dishes the Dirt

I was once a theater critic, myself, and know that people will endure anything to see the shows they love. For instance, when the British stage play "Dames" opened, I expected a modest crowd since it was a new play and not well advertised. I was wrong. The theater was packed, and the audience was spellbound. The actors were brilliant, and the set design was spectacular. It was a night I will never forget.

I also recall seeing the movie "Casablanca" with Humphrey Bogart and Ingrid Bergman. It was a slowmoving drama, but the audience was rapt. They knew every line of the script and sang along as the actors performed. It was a testament to the power of cinema.

In both cases, the audience was willing to endure uncomfortable conditions to see what they loved. It's the same for theater critics. We'll attend any show that sounds promising, even if it means sitting in a dark, crowded theater for hours on end. After all, if it's a good show, we'll sacrifice our comfort for the sake of the audience.

So, next time you're considering attending a theater performance, don't let fear or discomfort stop you. Be like the audience in "Dames" and "Casablanca" - embrace the experience and enjoy the show.
Celluloid Virgins
KPBS Airs SDSU Students' First Films

What do Garbo, Greta Garbo, and garage sales have in common? The former is a silent-screen legend, the latter is not. But both have been the subject of, well, let's just say, a lot of discussion among entertainers, scholars, and film buffs. This week's Celluloid Virgins, a new weekly segment on KSFR, explores the world of garage sales, looking at the history and culture of this ubiquitous activity. The show features interviews with experts and enthusiasts, as well as footage of some of the most unusual and valuable items ever found in a garage sale. This week's episode features a discussion with a curio collector who has found everything from rare books to antique jewelry in his local garage sales. Also featured is a segment on the history of the garage sale, from its humble beginnings in post-World War II America to its current status as a popular pastime. The show concludes with a look at some of the most successful garage sale tips and tricks, as well as some of the most common mistakes to avoid. Don't miss this fascinating exploration of the world of garage sales, only on KSFR this week!
Snaps for Keeps

The Barker, Madison, N.Y. (1910)

A Review

Among the photographs by Louis Stettner currently on view at the Museum of Photographic Arts, there is an anecdotal "beardly" picture that seems an appropriate impulse point of a look at the recent trend of reevaluating the role of the photograph in contemporary society. The social documentary function of the photograph, one that has been variously described as "a window on the world," has been transformed in recent years. In the context of the current exhibition, "Snaps for Keeps," the photographs focus on the role of the photograph in the context of the viewer's experience. The photographs, which range from the 1930s to the present, explore the ways in which the photograph functions as a tool for self-expression and for understanding the world around us.

"Snaps for Keeps" is an exhibition that explores the role of the photograph in contemporary society. The photographs, which range from the 1930s to the present, explore the ways in which the photograph functions as a tool for self-expression and for understanding the world around us. The exhibition is organized around the idea that the photograph is not merely a record of the past, but a tool for understanding the present. The photographs are not simply records of events, but are a record of the ways in which we perceive and interpret the world around us.

The exhibition includes a range of photographers, from the 1930s to the present, and explores the ways in which the photograph has evolved over time. The photographs range from the documentary to the more personal, and explore the ways in which the photograph functions as a tool for self-expression and for understanding the world around us.

For more information, please visit the Museum of Photographic Arts website.
THANKSGIVING FOOD DRIVE
for St. Vincent de Paul Center

$50 OFF

5 Hours For $149

U-2 Concert Special
Ambassador Lineups

ESCAPE WITH US...

LA JOLLA FOR LOVERS $99

REVIEW

The Last Word on SummerFest (This Year)

Johanna Bracke

U.S. CONCERT SAVINGS

The Last Word on SummerFest (This Year)
RESTAURANTS

Fajitas For Two
Your choice of:
- Beef
- Chicken
- Fish
- Shrimp
- Vegetables
- Combo (see 1)
Sausage with anal, pimento, fajita, and bean.
$12.95

AUTHENTIC MOROCCAN CUISINE
FREE LUNCH
Dine in only. Sine 12:00 PM.
"Most Stars."
MONDAY SPECIALS
FREE CAESAR SALAD
Dine in only on Monday.
"You are not going to believe Me.
SMALL SAVINGS NEEDED."
MONDAY SPECIALS
FREE CAESAR SALAD
Dine in only on Monday.
"You are not going to believe Me.
SMALL SAVINGS NEEDED."

Free Pasta
Lunch or dinner $3.49
Marinara, Red Sauce, Alfredo, White Clams
Pepperoni, Bacon, Meat Ragu, General Tso's
FRESH PASTA
LUNCH OR DINNER $3.49
Marinara, Red Sauce, Alfredo, White Clams

AUSTRALIAN CUISINE
FREE LUNCH
Dine in only. Sine 12:00 PM.
"Most Stars."
MONDAY SPECIALS
FREE CAESAR SALAD
Dine in only on Monday.
"You are not going to believe Me.
SMALL SAVINGS NEEDED."
MONDAY SPECIALS
FREE CAESAR SALAD
Dine in only on Monday.
"You are not going to believe Me.
SMALL SAVINGS NEEDED."

The Great Mexican Sampler
Includes four quarters of Mexican food, one of the following:
- Burritos
- Tacos
- Enchiladas
- Quesadillas
PLUS TWO ORDERS OF RICE AND BEANS.
SAN DIEGO, Belmont Park 3125 Ocean Front Walk - (619) 488-9040.

EXCLUSIVE OFFER
FREE CAESAR SALAD
Dine in only on Monday.
"You are not going to believe Me.
SMALL SAVINGS NEEDED."
MONDAY SPECIALS
FREE CAESAR SALAD
Dine in only on Monday.
"You are not going to believe Me.
SMALL SAVINGS NEEDED."

MARGARITA'S
Margarita's Italian Restaurant
4-2-1 Specials, $4.00
San Diego's Best, San Diego's Worst.
SAN DIEGO, El Cajon Blvd.
(619) 579-6000

OCEAN BEACH
FREE LUNCH
Dine in only. Sine 12:00 PM.
"Most Stars."
MONDAY SPECIALS
FREE CAESAR SALAD
Dine in only on Monday.
"You are not going to believe Me.
SMALL SAVINGS NEEDED."
MONDAY SPECIALS
FREE CAESAR SALAD
Dine in only on Monday.
"You are not going to believe Me.
SMALL SAVINGS NEEDED."

SWING INTO SUNDAY BRUNCH
SUNDAY BRUNCH BUFFET
- SUNDAY BRUNCH BUFFET
SAN DIEGO, Belmont Park 3125 Ocean Front Walk - (619) 488-9040.
People Think of a Typical Morrissey Fan As the Young Male Homosexual Who Gets On Stage and Takes Off His Shirt and Rubs Against Morrissey
continued from page 95

The second song, "I'm Just Like The Ocean," is a slow and moody ballad with a soft, guitar-driven melody and a somber, emotional atmosphere. The lyrics reflect a sense of longing and introspection, with the singer questioning their own identity and the nature of their relationship.

The third song, "Set Me Free," is an upbeat and energetic track with a strong rhythmic beat and a catchy chorus. The lyrics convey a sense of liberation and freedom, with the singer expressing a desire to break free from societal constraints and pursue their own desires.

The fourth and final song, "The Rain," is a slow and somber ballad with a dark, moody atmosphere. The lyrics reflect a sense of melancholy and despair, with the singer expressing a feeling of being overwhelmed by life's challenges.

Overall, the album is a powerful and introspective collection of songs that explores a range of emotions and experiences. It is a testament to the artist's skill and artistry, and a must-listen for any fan of the genre.
"I do all the 'hip' Montessori things. I hate sex, love, popular television. Top 60... How more perfect can you be?"

Friday, November 8

NORMS

KLF

Friday, November 9

THE RHYTHMIC CAFE

THE JESSICA WILLIAMS Trio, Nutella, The Red Horsemen, and more!

Saturday, November 10

THE TURKISH HOUSE

Sunday, November 11

THE SOUTHERN BROTHERS

Monday, November 12

THE BAND OF HORSE

Tuesday, November 13

THE BAND OF HORSE

Wednesday, November 14

THE BAND OF HORSE

Thursday, November 15

THE BAND OF HORSE

Friday & Saturday, November 22

THE BAND OF HORSE

Saturday, November 23

THE BAND OF HORSE

Sunday, November 24

THE BAND OF HORSE

Monday, November 25

THE BAND OF HORSE

Tuesday, November 26

THE BAND OF HORSE

Wednesday, November 27

THE BAND OF HORSE

Thursday, November 28

THE BAND OF HORSE

Friday, November 29

THE BAND OF HORSE

Saturday, November 30

THE BAND OF HORSE

Sunday, December 1

THE BAND OF HORSE

Monday, December 2

THE BAND OF HORSE

Tuesday, December 3

THE BAND OF HORSE

Wednesday, December 4

THE BAND OF HORSE

Thursday, December 5

THE BAND OF HORSE

Friday, December 6

THE BAND OF HORSE

Saturday, December 7

THE BAND OF HORSE

Sunday, December 8

THE BAND OF HORSE

Monday, December 9

THE BAND OF HORSE

Tuesday, December 10

THE BAND OF HORSE

Wednesday, December 11

THE BAND OF HORSE

Thursday, December 12

THE BAND OF HORSE

Friday, December 13

THE BAND OF HORSE

Saturday, December 14

THE BAND OF HORSE

Sunday, December 15

THE BAND OF HORSE

Monday, December 16

THE BAND OF HORSE

Tuesday, December 17

THE BAND OF HORSE

Wednesday, December 18

THE BAND OF HORSE

Thursday, December 19

THE BAND OF HORSE

Friday, December 20

THE BAND OF HORSE

Saturday, December 21

THE BAND OF HORSE

Sunday, December 22

THE BAND OF HORSE

Monday, December 23

THE BAND OF HORSE

Tuesday, December 24

THE BAND OF HORSE

Wednesday, December 25

THE BAND OF HORSE

Thursday, December 26

THE BAND OF HORSE

Friday, December 27

THE BAND OF HORSE

Saturday, December 28

THE BAND OF HORSE

Sunday, December 29

THE BAND OF HORSE

Monday, December 30

THE BAND OF HORSE

Tuesday, December 31

THE BAND OF HORSE
**RHYTHM CAFE**

**Tonight Thursday November 5**

**SHRIEBACK LOW POP BEGGING - REV CLUES MARY**

LUCY ADELAIDE D.S.J. FALLOUT

**Saturday November 7**

**THE ERIC BURDON-BRIAN AUGER BAND**

PLUS: THE LOOKING GLASS

**Sunday November 8**

**GRANNY GRAYE WINNER**

**LARRY CARLTON**

with TOM SCOTT

**Friday November 5**

**NICOTINE BLUES BLACKSMITH UNION THE OFFENDERS**

**Thursday November 12**

**JOHNIE CAST ORCHID WHEEL**

PLUS: WILLIE JAYE

**KEMP**

**Friday November 13**

**BRECKER BROTHERS BAND**

**Plus**: PINK CASTOR BAND

**Plus**: PINK MAN MAN MAN MAPLE BAND

**Saturday November 13**

**HOUSE OF LOVE CATHERINE WHEEL**

**PLUS**: OCEAN COLOUR BLUE

**Monday November 16**

**RONNIE WOOD**

**PLUS**: MMMAAAA MAN MAPLE WOOD

**Wednesday November 18**

**PAUL TRAVERS**

**PLUS**: GACGGH GACGGH WOOD

**CALL 576-CAFE**

**BOXX OFFICE OPENS AT 7PM - 7PM FLUPLY**

**9032 CLAIRMONT MESA BLVD. MUST BE 21 OR OLDER**

---

**THE MUSIC SCENE**

The other night when I drove my car over the bridge down to the river, I had my headphones on and was listening to some旧的 music. I felt like I was... I don't know, maybe I was trying to escape from the world around me.

On the way back, I was thinking about how music can make you feel things you never thought possible. It's a powerful thing.

---

**FIVE NEW WAYS TO LISTEN TO MUSIC**


**YA KID K** - One World Nation

The next big thing in music? <br>
The latest from the lovechild of Tkay Maidza and ELOQ.

2. **$11.99 cd - 97.99 cass.**

**MARK CURRY** - It's Only Time

A new track from the DJ known for his high-energy sets.

3. **$11.99 cd - 97.99 cass.**

**WALLFLOWERS** - Wallflowers

A haunting new album from the band led by Nels Cline.

---

**WHEREHOUSE**

For more information and to purchase tickets, visit www.ww.com.

---

**WHEREHOUSE**

For more information and to purchase tickets, visit www.ww.com.
Leaves Us No Alternative

PREVIEW

Allegro. The most entertaining—and moving—moment of the last couple of years was the alt-rock music awards ceremony honoring the Best Alternative Group presentation. When the final vote was announced, the audience stood up and the winner was announced: the Breeders. The audience then broke into applause and auruar calls for the group to perform. This was the moment when the audience realized that the Breeders were not just a band—they were a community. No one could have predicted that this would happen.

The alternative bands are what the labels are looking at now in San Diego.

Independent Music Seminar
November 1
Call 234-9800 for information
BAD MEDICINE
FREEDOM FROM FASHION MUSIC
SPECIAL SHOWCASE
SPIRIT
Sat., Nov. 7, 10:30 pm
Management
Rick Taktal 255-0887

We're Cooking with Jazz!

TRY OUR NEW CLUB MENU

California Cheese Crab — $5.95
Prime Rib Special — $7.95
Grilled California Sandwich — $5.95
Grilled Teriyaki Chicken — $7.95
Grilled Chicken Salad — $5.95
Fried Chicken Wings — $5.95

UNDERGROUND CLUBS

Bamboozled (a.k.a. America's Best Rock Club)
The Ugly Otter
The Terminal Bar
The Venue
The Venue's Lounge
The Venue's Bar
The Venue's Pub

BAD MEDICINE presents THE MUSIC SCENE

CAT COUNTRY NIGHTS in the CANNIBAL BAR
COWBOYS FROM MARS

THE HEROES

ROCKOLA
dance, November
Music, sign-in 9 pm

JAZZ NITE—THE FATTBURGER BAND

The Conference for San Diego Musicians
November 7 & 8, The Marriott Mission Valley

INDIEDEPENDENT MUSIC SEMINAR

Two days of intensive panels, workshops and presentations on how to reach fans and acquire performance opportunities... 
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Note from Stan Hernandez

Peggy Dodson and B Natural

Are several musicians who have built their careers in the San Diego area on the local music scene. Their blend of Soul, Funk, and R&B has earned them a loyal following and has helped them reach new heights in their respective careers. Peggy Dodson is a versatile vocalist who can switch between powerful belting and smooth crooning. Her dynamic stage presence and soulful voice have earned her the nickname "Soul Diva." B Natural, on the other hand, is a skilled guitarist who has been a part of the San Diego music scene for over a decade. His virtuosic playing style and ability to engage the audience have made him a favorite among local fans.

FOOTBALL

Monday Night Football on San Diego Bay

JAZZ

Reel to Real

HAPPY HOUR

Prime Time

Prime Time Savor

Prime Time "Bar B" Bites

SNACKS

THE BEAUTY ROOM OF SANGUINO

HECTOR'S BEACH

HUMPHREY'S

Monday Night Football Specials

Wide Screen TV • $1.25 Wells Beers

2241 Shelter Island Drive

224-3577
Monday, Nov. 9
THE BEAUTIFUL
BUD GIRLS
20 years young

Every Tuesday & Thursday
Paul Hayward
& Flannel Jammies
7:30 pm

Happy Hour Prices All Night

Dr. Chico & The Island Sounds
Shoreline Marina Inn
200 Shoreline Drive
San Diego, CA
(619) 223-4924

Friday, November 6
RESTLESS NATIVES
HOT MONKEY LOVE
SOUL PERSUADER
1234 Mission Blvd
Clock with a Grant - Pacific Beach
Bar 279-7330
1163 W. India St
Bill's vs. Steellers
Sunday 10 AM

 Appearing weekly at the
Gard Grill
Friday & Saturday
Back from the puerto vallarta Jazz Festival
Jaime Vallee & Equinox

Every Monday 10th Street Lounge;
$1.00 drinks from 10 P.M. until close

HAPPY HOUR DAILY 4-7 PM

Monday Night Football
Complimentary Buffet
49ers vs. Falcons
Big-screen TV at 3 after The 49ers play, all day.
Post-game Buffet 'til 10:00 P.M.

Bills vs. Steellers Sunday 10 AM

ELARD'S
Bar & Grill
Prime Rib $9.95

November 2
6:30 pm

ekk-stix

"Hot Heads"

Nov. 6 & 7
"Legends"

Don't miss these incredible dance bands in the
Club 950. Call 550-1481 to reserve tickets
Saturday at 7:30 pm

MUSIC TRADER
Southern California's largest used CD selection

COMPACT DISCS!

We have and always will pay top dollar for
CDs, tapes and videos!

MUSIC TRADER

20,000 COMPACT DISCS
$9.99
2,000 CASSETTES
$9.99

More cash paid for CDs, tapes and videos!

CHULA VISTA
MIRAMAR
5728 El Capitan St
260-2214
MiraMar
5904 Montana Ave
522-8530

NAPA/NORENA
3020 Napa St.
450 Broadway
450-1451

College Nite
$1.00 Drinks

More cash paid for CDs, tapes and videos!

Ladies' Nite

Di Dance Music

NAPA/NORENA
3020 Napa St.
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JOIN US FOR MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL

#1 SPORTS BAR ON EL CAJON BLVD.!!
Joni's

TRADE IN YOUR CDs
FOR NEW RELEASES OR USED CDs

Horton's

Happenings
Saturdays (dinner)
Live Entertainment
November 14
November 21

Football
Meet the Quarterbacks
America's Favorite Sport-rita winner-
November 14
November 21

Monday Night
Meet the Valentines
Boise, Idaho
November 16

2100 El Cajon Blvd. • 619-408-6008

TRADE IN YOUR CDs
FOR NEW RELEASES OR USED CDs
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MASSAGE CERTIFICATION
2-WEEK COURSE
For the professional masseur!
• Massage Theory - 60 hrs.
• Physical Therapy - 150 hrs.
• Nutritional Counseling - 50 hrs.
• Clinical Massage Therapist - 100 hrs.
• Reflexology - 60 hrs.
• Chiropractic & Osteopathic Assistant - 40 hrs.
• New Professional - 150 hrs.

School of Healing Arts
Enrolling the Path of Health
Corner of Capp & Nonantum Pacific Beach
$26 massage • $85 series rate

LEGAL ASSISTANT SPECIALIST PROGRAM
FREE informational Session
Saturday, November 7
Prepare for your professional growth in 1993 and branch out as a Legal Assistant Specialist.
Evening paralegal classes start in January.
Call SDSU's College of Extended Studies at 594-6255 for directions and an information packet.

READER PARTICIPATION AD - TEST YOUR SKILL
Draw a Miserable, Flea-bitten Rat in This Space
TIRED OF THE RAT RACE? WE CAN HELP!
Complete your education and become a licensed psychotherapist.
• B.A., M.A., Ph.D. and Psy.D. state-approved programs
• Evening and weekend classes
• Law tuition, student loans, scholarships
Call today for further information or an interview appointment.
(619) 563-1008
For the University of Professional Studies

THE UNIVERSITY FOR HUMANISTIC STUDIES
"Integrity of purpose is reflected in successful, dedicated faculty"
The University for Humanistic Studies, established in 1977, is an independent non-profit educational institution offering academic programs for adults. The University is accredited by the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, Commission on Institutions of Higher Education, and has approval for Associate's, Bachelor's, Master's, and Doctoral degrees. The University is fully accredited by the Accrediting Commission of the National Homeopathic Medical College Association and offers accredited degrees in the fields of counseling, psychology, and related fields.

COMPUTER GRAPHICS
[Image of a computer graphics advertisement]

SCHOOL COUNSELING & SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY
Earn your credential in:
School Counseling, Child Welfare & Attendance
School Psychology
Counselor with degree required
Full-time and part-time options
Call for an appointment.
(619) 561-9439

UNION INSTITUTE
[Image of a Union Institute advertisement]
Earn a B.A./B.S. Degree
And Put It To Work For You.
• Individualized Study
• Accelerated Program
• B.A. and B.S. Degree Programs for Adult Learners
• Accredited Degrees

FUTURES HIGH SCHOOL
[Image of a Futures High School advertisement]
OPEN HOUSE
Monday, November 2, 1992
5:30-6:30 pm
(619) 287-5311

CELEBRATE WITH US!
Our Second Year in San Diego

THE UNIVERSITY FOR HUMANISTIC STUDIES
"Integrity of purpose is reflected in successful, dedicated faculty"

UNION INSTITUTE
[Image of a Union Institute advertisement]
Earn a B.A./B.S. Degree
And Put It To Work For You.
• Individualized Study
• Accelerated Program
• B.A. and B.S. Degree Programs for Adult Learners
• Accredited Degrees
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UNION INSTITUTE
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Earn a B.A./B.S. Degree
And Put It To Work For You.
• Individualized Study
• Accelerated Program
• B.A. and B.S. Degree Programs for Adult Learners
• Accredited Degrees
Hydroplane designed and built by aviation pioneer Glen Curtiss is tossed into the water at Spanish Flats in this February 1911 photo. An Easterner sailing from Hammondsport, New York, Curtiss brought his operation to San Diego after being taken up on his offer to give free flight instruction to a United States naval officer.

On January 26, 1911, Curtiss made aviation history when he completed the first successful seaplane flight in the United States above the waters of the bay. Several days later, he took off from North Island, flew alongside the CSS Pennsylvania in San Diego Bay, and was hoisted aboard by the ship's crane.

(From the Town Collection)